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Hydrodynamic interactions in DNA thermophoresis
Aboubakry Ly and Alois Würger
Laboratoire Ondes et Matière d’Aquitaine, Université de Bordeaux & CNRS, 33405 Talence, France
We theoretically study the molecular-weight dependence of DNA thermophoresis, which arises
from mutual advection of the n repeat units of the molecular chain. As a main result we find that the
dominant driving forces, i.e., the thermally induced permittivity gradient and the electrolyte Seebeck
effect, result in characteristic hydrodynamic screening. In comparison with recent experimental data
on single-stranded DNA (2 ≤ n ≤ 80), our theory quantitatively describes the increase of the drift
velocity up to n = 30; the slowing-down of longer molecules is well accounted for by a simple model
for counterion condensation. It turns out that thermophoresis may change sign as a function of n:
For an appropriate choice of the salt-specific Seebeck coefficient, short molecules move to the cold
and long ones to the hot; this could be used for separating DNA by molecular weight.
PACS numbers:
When applying a temperature gradient on a colloidal
dispersion, one observes thermally driven transport to-
wards the hot or the cold [1, 2]. In recent years,
thermophoresis has been shown to provide a versatile
means for manipulating DNA, including translocation
through plasmonic nanopores [3], stretching in nanochan-
nels [4, 5], separation by molecular weight [6], sequence-
specific detection with functionalized nanoparticles [7],
and force-free trapping of single molecules [8]. Protein
thermophoresis has become a standard technology in
biomedical analysis [9], and the accumulation of RNA
in hydrothermal pores is discussed as a scenario for
biomolecular synthesis in the early evolution of life [10].
In the last decade, much progress has been made con-
cerning the physical mechanisms of thermophoresis of
charged colloids. It has been shown that, in addition
to thermo-osmosis [11, 12], the electrolyte Seebeck field
[13–18] and concentration gradients of salt [16] or non-
ionic polymers [19, 20], play an important role. These
companion fields arise from specific solvation enthalpies
of salt ions or nonionic solutes, and are at the origin of
the “inverse” Soret effect, where the colloids accumulate
in hot regions [16, 19]. Regarding the size dependence,
there is conclusive evidence that the mobility of colloidal
beads does not vary with the radius [21, 22].
In spite of the many experimental studies mentioned
above, little is known on the molecular-weight depen-
dence of DNA thermophoresis. If the hydrodynamic
slowing-down of Brownian motion is well understood in
terms of mutual advection of the repeat units [23], a more
complex picture arises for phoretic motion where external
forces are absent and which is driven by non-equilibrium
surface properties. For short-ranged dispersion forces,
hydrodynamic interactions are irrelevant and the ther-
mophoretic velocity is constant [24, 25]; deviations ob-
served for very short polymers in organic solvents [26],
arise probably from chemically different end groups. For
DNA in a weak electrolyte, however, the electrostatic in-
teraction length may attain tens of nanometers, which
suggests an incomplete screening of hydrodynamic cou-
pling.
In this paper we study hydrodynamic effects on DNA
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FIG. 1: Schematic view of a charged polymer in an electrolyte
solution. a) The drag on the molecular unit j consists of two
contributions: First, the stokeslet of bead i, driven by the
force F, drags the neighbor j. Second, due to the force f(r)
exerted by the bead i, the fluid element dV moves and in
turn exerts a drag on bead j. These contributions cancel each
other at distances well beyond the Debye length λ. b) Since
the persistence length is of the order of the Debye length, the
molecule may be treated as a rigid rod within the reach of
electrostatic interactions.
thermophoresis. We consider the two dominant charge-
related surface forces, i.e., the thermally induced per-
mittivity gradient and the electrolyte Seebeck effect, and
derive the respective hydrodynamic correction factors in
the rigid-rod limit. With a simple model for counterion
condensation, we compare our theory to recent Soret data
for single-stranded DNA [17].
Hydrodynamic interactions. – Consider a polyelec-
trolyte chain of n building blocks, as illustrated in Fig.
1. Unit i creates a flow field v(r− ri) in the surrounding
fluid and thus drags its neighbor j. Then the overall ve-
locity u of the chain is given by the sum of the monomer
contribution u1 and the mutual advection,
u = u1 +
1
n
∑
i,j 6=i
〈v(rij)〉 , (1)
where the angular brakets 〈· · ·〉 indicates the configura-
tional average with respect to rij = rj − ri.
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Thermophoresis arises from the solute-solvent interac-
tions. The force density exerted on the counterion cloud
surrounding a charged monomer reads as [27]
f = −E
2
2
∇ε+ ρET , (2)
where the first term is proportional to the thermally in-
duced permittivity gradient ∇ε = (dε/dT )∇T , with the
charged monomer’s electric field E. Since the permittiv-
ity decreases with rising temperature, dε/dT < 0, the
surrounding water moves to the hot, as recently con-
firmed experimentally for thermoosmosis in a capillary
[12]. By reaction, the molecule migrates toward the cold.
The second term in (2) describes the force exerted by
the macroscopic thermoelectric field ET = S∇T on the
monomer’s counterion density ρ [14]. The electrolyte See-
beck coefficient S is a salt-specific quantity that may take
either sign, resulting in motion along the temperature
gradient or opposite to it [16]. Eq. (2) gives the domi-
nant thermal forces to leading order in the ratio a/λ of
the monomer radius and the Debye length. Additional
companion fields, such as the salinity gradient, arise in
the colloid limit where a is comparable to or larger than
λ [16].
The force density f acts on the surrounding water and,
by reaction, the molecular unit is subject to the opposite
force F = −
∫
dV f [27]. Thus the velocity field induced
by the moving bead i at the position of its neighbor j,
consists of two contributions,
v(rij) = G(rij) · F +
∫
G(rij − r) · f(r)dV, (3)
where G(r) = (1+ r̂r̂)/8πηr is the Oseen tensor with the
viscosity η and r̂ = r/r [28]. The first term describes the
long-range velocity field v ∼ 1/rij or “stokeslet” of parti-
cle i at the position j, due to the force F; it gives rise to
strong hydrodynamic effects on diffusion and sedimenta-
tion [23]. The second term is characteristic for phoretic
motion; it may be viewed as the sum of stokeslet flows of
strength fdV and centered at a distance r from particle
i, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. Since both E and ρ vanish
well beyond the Debye length, the second term cancels
the first one at large distances, rij  λ, whereas it is
small for nearby beads.
As a consequence of this hydrodynamic screening, the
advection velocity (3) varies as 1/rij within the Debye
length but vanishes at larger distances. When perform-
ing the configurational average in (1) with the (isotropic)
equilibrium distribution function, the only finite compo-
nent of the mean drag velocity is along the force density f ,
that is, along the temperature gradient. Then the tensor
equation simplifies to a scalar one, and Eq. (1) becomes
u = u1 +
1
n
∑
i,j 6=i
∫ 〈
G(|rij − r|)−G(rij)
〉
f(r)dV, (4)
with the Oseen tensor replaced by its diagonal part
G(r) = 1/6πηr. This form shows that mutual advec-
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FIG. 2: Molecular-weight dependence of the two contributions
to DT . Both hydrodynamic factors χε and χS increase with n,
albeit with differnt amplitudes, as shown by the dashed lines;
the parameters are the monomer distance d = 3Å and the
Debye length λ = 5 nm. Counterion condensation results in
the factors ẑ2 and ẑ, which significantly reduce the mobility
(solid lines), according to (9) with βn = (n
2 − 1)n−20 and
n0 = 80.
tion vanishes for distant pairs with rij  λ, thus nicely
displaying hydrodynamic screening.
In order to evaluate (4) we need to explicit the force
density f(r). The electrostatic potential of a single bead
of valency ẑ is well described by the Debye-Hückel ex-
pression
ψ = − ẑe
4πεr
e−r/λ = ζ1
a
r
e−r/λ, (5)
where the second equality defines the single-bead surface
potential ζ1 = −ẑe/4πεa, which we assume to be neg-
ative. One readily obtains the radial electric field E =
−dψ/dr and the counterion charge density ρ = −εψ/λ2
which determine the force density (2). Then the volume
integrals in (4) can be performed in closed form [29],
resulting in the factors
〈
e−2rij/λ/r2ij
〉
and
〈
e−rij/λ/rij
〉
.
Since the main contribution to Eq. (4) stems from within
the screening length λ, which in turn is comparable to
the molecular persistence length [30], the chain may be
treated as rigid such that the distance of beads i, j sim-
plifies to rij = |i− j| d. Replacing moreover the double
sum by integrals over i and j, we obtain
u =
ζ21
3η
(1 + χε)∇ε+
2εζ1
3η
(1 + χS)ET , (6)
where the quantities χε and χS account for hydrody-
namic interactions (see Fig. 2.) With χε = 0 = χS
one has the explicit expression for the monomer velocity
u1 defined in (1).
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The hydrodynamic correction factor for motion driven
by the permittivity gradient reads
χε =
a2
d2
(
(1 + 2nd̂)
E2d̂ − E2nd̂
n
+ e−2d̂ − e
−2nd̂
n
)
, (7)
with the shorthand notation Ex = Ei(−x) for the expo-
nential integral function, and d̂ = d/λ for the ratio of the
monomer length and the Debye length. For the Seebeck
term we find
χS =
2a
d
(
End̂ − Ed̂ +
e−nd̂ − e−d̂
nd̂
)
, (8)
The factor 2 in the exponential and Ei functions in χε
arises from the screening factor of the force density, E2 ∝
e−2r/λ, whereas the factors in χS are related to the decay
of the screening cloud, ρ ∝ e−r/λ. Fig. 2 shows χε and
χS as a function of the molecular weight. Both vanish
for monomers, n = 1, whereas for long molecules they
tend toward the constants χ∞ε = (a/d)
2(2d̂E2d̂ + e
−2d̂)
and χ∞S = −2(a/d)Ed̂. Note that χS is identical to the
hydrodynamic correction of electrophoresis [31]. Flexible
molecules with a power law
〈
r2ij
〉
∝ |i−j|2ν , would result
in cumbersome expressions with the incomplete Gamma
function Γ(ν−1, nd/λ) instead of the exponential integral
function, without changing the qualitative features.
Counterion condensation.– A polyelectrolyte carries a
line charge e/d. If the bead spacing d is larger than
the Bjerrum length lB ≈ 7Å, Debye-Hückel approxima-
tion is valid even for long chains, and the electrostatic
potential reads
∑
i ψi(r − ri). Yet in the opposite case
d < lB , which is relevant for DNA, this linear superpo-
sition ceases to be valid as n increases. Because of the
strong Coulomb interaction, the counterions partly con-
dense onto the polymer until its linear charge density is
reduced to the critical value e/lB [32]. The remaining free
counterions are well described by Debye-Hückel theory.
In a mean-field model, counterion condensation is de-
scribed by an effective valency
ẑ = ξ−1 +
1− ξ−1
1 + βn
, (9)
where ξ = lB/d > 1 is the Manning parameter. For a
monomer the quantity β1 vanishes, and one has ẑ = 1.
For long chains, βn tends to infinity, thus resulting in
ẑ = ξ−1 and reducing the charge density to its critical
value ẑe/d = e/lB [32]. The progressive condensation
of the counterions on the chain, and the dependence of
βn on n and λ, constitute an intricate problem which is
beyond the scope of the present paper [33]. Here we use
the simple form βn = (n
2 − 1)n−20 which, with n0 = 80,
fits rather well the experimental data. Note that this
model does not depend on the electrolyte strength.
Phoretic coefficients.– The thermophoretic mobility is
defined through the drift velocity u = −DT∇T in a tem-
perature gradient. From (6) we find
DT =
kB
12πηa
(
lB
a
ẑ2(1 + χε)τ + 2ẑ(1 + χS)Ŝ
)
, (10)
n= 2
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FIG. 3: The Soret coefficient ST as a function of the Debye
length λ for DNA of different length n. The data points,
measured at 15◦ C, are taken from Ref. [17]. The theory
curves are calculated from ST = DT /D, where DT is given
by Eq. (10) with Ŝ = 0, a = 4.25Å, and d = 3Å. The values
of the diffusion coeffcient D are shown in the inset; those for
n = 5, ..., 50 are measured [17], that for n = 2 is extrapolated
from the previous, and the one at n = 80 corresponds to the
known power law for long molecules [35].
with the parameter τ = −d ln ε/d lnT ≈ 1.4 which arises
from the permittivity gradient, and the dimensionless
Seebeck coefficient Ŝ = S(e/kB). For monomers the mo-
bility is independent of the Debye length, whereas for
longer chains, the correction factors give rise to complex
dependencies on λ and n. In Fig. 2 we plot the two
contributions to DT as a function of n. The initial in-
crease results from hydrodynamic interactions (dashed
lines), whereas the decrease at larger n is due to coun-
terion condensation (solid lines). Both factors reach a
finite value at large n; for typical parameters of DNA in
a weak electrolyte, the permittivity term shows an over-
all decrease, ẑ2(1 + χ∞ε ) < 1, whereas the Seebeck term
is enhanced, ẑ(1 + χ∞S ) > 1.
The stationary DNA concentration c is achieved when
thermophoretic drift and gradient diffusion with coeffi-
cient D cancel each other, cu − D∇c = 0. This “Soret
equilibrium” is usually written in the form∇c+cST∇T =
0, since experiments probe the Soret coefficient ST =
DT /D rather than the mobility DT . In Fig. 3 we com-
pare our theory with Soret data for single-stranded DNA
as a function of the Debye length λ, taken from Ref.
[17]. The theoretical curves are calculated with (10) and
a simple model for the measured diffusion coefficient D,
as described in [29]. The best agreement with the data is
obtained when retaining in (10) the permittivity-gradient
term only, that is, for zero Seebeck coefficient, Ŝ = 0.
The increase of ST with the Debye length arises mainly
from the hydrodynamic correction χε. For short chains,
n < 30, the variation with n is of purlely hydrodynamic
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FIG. 4: Thermophoretic mobility DT as a function of the
molecular length n for three values of the Debye length λ.
The full curves are calculated from Eq. (10) with Ŝ = 0,
a = 4.25Å and d = 3Å. The data points give DT = DST ,
with ST and the hydrodynamic radius from Ref. [17]; for
details see [29].
origin, whereas for larger chains counterion condensation
plays an important role, as is clear from Fig. 2.
In order to clearly display the effect of hydrodynamic
interactions, we plot in Fig. 4 the thermophoretic mo-
bility (10) as a function of the molecular weight n. The
experimental points are obtained from DT = DST , with
measured ST and D [17] as described in Fig. [29]. The
theoretical curves are calculated with the permittivity-
gradient only (Ŝ = 0). The initial increase of the data up
to n = 22 agree quantitatively with the relation (7), thus
providing strong evidence for the role of hydrodynamic
interactions. The maximum and the subsequent decrease
are well described by counterion condensation according
to (9). Adding a significant thermoelectric contribution
would not improve the quality of the fit, quite on the
contrary. This suggests that the Seebeck field in NaCl
solution is small, confirming a previous analysis of Soret
data for polystyrene beads [16].
The electrolyte Seebeck effect was discarded in the
above analysis of Soret data in NaCl solution. In Fig.
5 we plot the complete mobility DT as a function of n,
for several values of the dimensionless Seebeck coefficient
Ŝ. As the most striking feature, for negative Ŝ the su-
perposition of the two contributions in (10) may result in
a change of sign of the DT . From Fig. 2 it is clear that
for short chains, the permittivity gradient term prevails,
whereas for longer moleculese the Seebeck term domi-
nates because of its much larger hydrodynamic factor
χS .
The resulting velocity difference could be used for spe-
cific accumulation of one component at a heated spot, or
for separating DNA by molecular size. For example, in
an electrolyte with Ŝ = −0.3, the permittivity-gradient
λ = 20 nm
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FIG. 5: Thermophoretic mobility DT as a function of the
chain length n, for different values of the dimensionless See-
beck coefficient Ŝ. For negative Ŝ the thermoelectric field
in (6) drives the molecules toward the hot, whereas the per-
mittivity gradient points toward the cold. Since the latter
dominates for short molecules and the latter for long ones,
DT changes sign as the n increases.
term dominates for short molecules (n < 50) which move
to the cold accordingly, whereas longer chains (n > 50)
are driven to the hot by the thermoelectric field ET . The
stagnation molecular length nc, where DT = 0, is easily
adapted by chosing an appropriate salt mixture. The
change of sign has been observed for nano-size micelles
[15] and micron-size polystyrene beads [16] in mixed elec-
trolytes NaOHxCl1−x; the values of Ŝ used in Fig. 5 are
realized by with 0.1 < x < 0.4.
Conclusion. – We briefly summarize our main results
on DNA thermophoresis. First, DT does not vanish in
the limit of high salinity or small Debye length, contrary
to what is known for micron-size colloidal particles [16]
and what was assumed to hold true for DNA: A finite
value for small λ was observed in a recent experiment
[17], and interpreted as a non-ionic contribution due to
dispersion forces. In our Eq. (10) this limit is obtained
by letting χ→ χ∞ and ẑ → ξ−1, revealing the existence
of a large residual double-layer contribution.
Second,we find that DNA thermophoresis is rather sen-
sitive to hydrodynamic interactions. With increasing
chain length n, the mobility is enhanced due to mu-
tual advection of the repeat units, then passes through a
maxium, and finally decreases below the monomer value
due to counterion condensation. Comparison with mea-
sured data in Fig. 4, provides strong evidence that the
molecular-weight dependence arises from the interplay of
hydrodynamic interactions and non-linear charge effects.
Fourth, the interplay between the dominant driving
forces, that is, the permittivity gradient and a thermoel-
lectric field with negative Seebeck coefficient, results in a
change of sign as a funciton of n: Short molecules move
5
to the cold, and long ones to the hot.
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